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Vice presidential debate 2020 fly memes

BuzzFeed Daily newsletter lets you keep up with the latest daily buzz! President Donald Trump and Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden clashed Thursday night in the final presidential debate before the November 3 presidential debate this year. Moderated by NBC's White House correspondent Kristen Welker, the debate was
clearly calmer than the initial encounter between the candidates, marked by interruptions and chaos. As Business Insider reported, Trump and Biden primarily discussed COVID-19, race, climate change, national security, leadership and American families. While there was no standout moment Thursday night that reached Vice President
Mike Pence's head with the meme-head heights of a fly that landed during the vice president's debate, there was still plenty of talk online throughout the event and after. Here are the best memes and reactions to last night's final presidential debate. Following the chaos of the first debate, the Commission for the presidency debates
announced earlier this week a new provision to silence microphones in the last debate, which would allow each candidate two minutes of uninterrupted time. As CNET said, it did not mean that there was a mute button that could be used at the moment you wanted – rather, each candidate's microphone had to be muted while the other
answered the question. It did not mean that there were no memes about what a more free-spinning mute button might look like or who was running it.— The Last  (@JuSLIKEMIKE911) October 23, 2015 2020–The Daily Show (@TheDailyShow) October 23, 2020—SPOOKYDEAD SKULLHEAD (@MikeLuckas) October 23,
2020Biden said malarkey'Joe Biden's frequently used word malarkey – inscere or fool talkish, according to Merriam-Webster – is well documented. During the debate, Biden dropped a word that has now become something of a calling card for a candidate. Of course, memes that typically just pointed out that he had said malarkey,
followed quickly.— Patrick Horan (@patrick_horan9) October 23, 2020-Clue Heywood (@ClueHeywood) October 23, 2020-Desus Nice (@desusnice) October 23, 2020Biden called Trump Abraham Lincoln, and the joke seems to have gone beyond him during the debate on race for Americans, Trump claimed that no one has done more
for the black community than Donald Trump. If you look, with the exception of Abraham Lincoln, a possible exception, no one has done what I have done. The claim is false if judged by legislative achievements: As The New York Times reported, the majority of historians and experts agree that Abraham Lincoln and former President
Lyndon B. Johnson have the most legislative accomplishments in promoting civil rights. In response to Trump's claim, Biden Abraham Lincoln is one of the most racist presidents we've ever had in modern history. —ABC News (@ABC) October 23, 2020The president didn't seem to pick up a joke despite being referred to Lincoln himself
and clarified that he was not in fact Abraham Lincoln.—  Endless Zoom Meeting  (@AdamSerwer) 23. 2020-Matt Pearce  (@mattdpearce) October 23, 2020—Michael Beschloss (@BeschlossDC) October 23, 2020Biden called the Proud Boys poor boys In the first presidential debate, Trump famously called on the majority-right
extremist group Proud Boys to back off and stand by, a comment that experts said could fuel violence. Biden referred to those comments during Thursday night's debate, mis-spoken and called the Proud Boys poor boys. As The Hill reported on Twitter, many accepted this rebranding. —jess mcintosh (@jess_mc) October 23, 2020—
Crystal Leigh� (@crystalleigh) October 23, 2020—John Hendrickson (@JohnGHendy) October 23, 2020 Other reactions only summed up the frustrating and stressful experience of following a conversation —Rachel Sennott (@Rachel_Sennott) October 23, 2020 2020-elijah daniel (@elijahdaniel) October 23, 2020 U.S. President Donald
Trump and Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden attend the first presidential campaign debate of 2020 in Cleveland Brian Snyder/Reuters Images The first presidential debate of 2020, held in Cleveland, Ohio, was a bewowle to the U.S., as Insider's Jake Lahut wrote, and was defined by chaos in which several people spoke over
each other, verbal blows and misin faction that President Donald Trump largely spread. Key moments of the event included trump telling the far-right group Proud Boys to stand by. , a statement that did not go unnoticed by the group itself, moderator Chris Wallace appealed to Trump to stop the suspension, and Trump encourages his
supporters to go to the polls and look very closely. The vitriol and chaos of the event fuelled chatting, sparkly communication and plenty of jokes on social media that were skewed about pop culture references or repeating phrases in the conversation. Biden's mouth shut up? or CNN's Jake Tapper's description of the incident as a hot
mess, inside a dumpster fire, inside a train hijacking were immediately meme-like sound bites that spread on social media. Here are some of the best memes and reactions that starred on social media after the conversation. Many highlighted the exhaustive experience of watching conversation online by comparing it to other pop culture
items, such as Uncut Gems, to a film known for its relentlessly noisy or infamous Wicked Witch of the East, bro clip. Others used art memes to capture the mood of watching the debate – or experiencing it indirectly.—Sophia Benoit (@1followernodad) September 30, 2020—Natalie Walker (@nwalks) September 30, 2020-kayzo
(@KayzoMusic) September 30, 2020Trump mention of forest towns, which the Austrian Prime Minister said was also drew some familiar pop culture comparisons to Star Wars' Ewox in the woods, as reported by the Daily Dot.—Dave Filoni Stan Account (@SammyNoCap) (@SammyNoCap) 30, 2020-Stu Motown #BlackLivesMatter
(@cjzero) September 30, 2020 During the debate, Trump falsely claimed that pollsters had been kicked out of the Philadelphia polls. He, for his part, also commented - Bad things happen in Philadelphia - which philadelphians pinned down, as BuzzFeed reported. —traitor joe (@phoebe_bridgers) September 30, 2020-Shawny Hill
(@ShawnyHill) September 30, 2020I of course no Philadelphia meme series would be complete without the meme icon and philadelphia flyers mascot, Gritty.—lex (@ronlextall September) 30, 2020As The Hill reports, people compared one of Biden's clear looks to the camera and Jim Halpert from The Office, who often reacted to the
show's antics by angrily looking into the camera.— pat tobin (@tastefactory) September 30, 2020-Kayla (@Kaylajolene95) September 30, 2020Biden's Will you shut up, Man? became arguably the most quoted line of the night when the Biden campaign tweeted its own edit of an exchange with a sobbing emoji strangely overlapping
trump's face along with the sound of a baby crying.Complex reported, That the Biden campaign was already selling shirts with one-line but appear to have been removed from the campaign store.—Joe Biden (@JoeBiden) September 30, 2020-Monica Isabel (@Monica_Isabel13) September 30, 2020 After a debate, CNN's Jake Tapper
called the debate a hot mess inside the dumpster fire, inside a train hijacking, saying it was the worst conversation I've ever seen. It wasn't even a debate. It was a disgrace. @spicy.mare's clip of the statement in TikTok had garnered over 800,000 likes since it was released, and more than 2,000 videos are now associated with TikTok's
voice. And of course, online reactions to any major event wouldn't be complete without reference to the very false, but the very funny Jason Derulo has fallen down the stairs meme.—AJ 3000  (@ajiswriting) September 30, 2020 More: 2020 debates Donald Trump Joe Biden memes It shows an expandable section or
menu or sometimes past/next navigation options. Republican President Donald Trump and his Democratic challenger, Joe Biden, got into two nationally televised debates from Tuesday, March 29. Current Republican Vice President Mike Pence and Democratic vice presidential candidate Kamala Harris debated Wednesday, October 7,
2020. All state-level legal disputes and recalculations must be resolved by 8 December 2020. If states don't nominate their electors by this date, Congress can challenge voters. Voters in the Electoral College will cast their ballots on December 14, 2020, and Congress will count the votes on January 6, 2021 and officially confirm Biden as
president. He will be inaugurated as president on 20 January 2021. Commission on the debates of the Presidencies a supporter of all presidential and vice presidential debates since 1987, said that the debates are moderated by one person and are between 9 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.m. Eastern Time (ET) without commercial breaks. Each
moderator selects questions for their debate, and neither the CPD nor the candidates know these questions in advance. Moderators can expand and manage segments so that each candidate has equal speaking time. The moderator's role is to regulate the debate so that thoughtful and essential exchanges take place. Below is detailed
information about the basic details of each conversation. See a summary of the highlights of each conversation for more information below. Presidential Debate Schedule Date Moderator Location First President Tuesday, September 29 Chris Wallace Case Western Reserve University and Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland Vice Presidential
Wednesday, October 7 Susan Page University of Utah, Salt Lake City Co-President CANCELED Steve Scully Adrienne Arsht Center for the Performing Arts, Miami Third President Thursday , May 22, 2015. Kristen Welker Belmont University, Nashville, Tenn. 2. Both candidates are in their 70s and more susceptible to the virus. The news
increased voters' focus on the October 7 vice presidential debate, where they got a chance to measure the leadership ability of two, relatively younger vice presidential candidates, Republican Mike Pence and Democrat Kamala Harris. The first presidential debate proceeded for 90 minutes without commercial interruptions. Commercial
interruptions were the only interruptions that were not prominent throughout the evening. The debate on September 29, 2020 was supposed to be a discussion on six pre-announced topics: Trump and Biden records, the Supreme Court, COVID-19, The Economy, Race and Violence in Our Cities, and Election Integrity. Although these
topics were introduced, President Trump and Democratic presidential candidate Biden made little mention of concrete policy when they were enraged by the near-constant interruptions. Moderator Chris Wallace struggled to keep candidates on the subject and following the rules throughout the debate. Wallace had to remind President
Trump several times that his campaign had agreed that both candidates would get two minutes of continuous speaking time at the beginning of each topic, and at one point both candidates got so angry that he exclaimed: Gentlemen, I don't want to raise my voice, but ... Why should I be different from you two? Wallace even fell into
sarcasm at one point, telling Trump: You know, if you want to change places, we can very quickly [sic] do it. Although very little was proposed for a specific policy, the subjects of the debate were discussed extensively. Court: Biden argued that voters in 2020 should decide who should fill the Supreme Court seat left vacant by the death of
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, while President Trump said 2016 election voters had already decided. COVID-19: According to Biden, Trump had done a terrible and tumultuous job dealing with the pandemic. Trump disagreed, saying things would have been much worse under Biden. Economy: Wallace asked whether the economy would
have a V-shaped or A-shaped recovery. Trump argued that the economy has recovered nicely and will continue to do so, while Biden insisted that was not the case. Race and violence in our cities: Trump believes that he is united people and that the rise in crime in several cities across the United States is the result of democratic mayoral
policies. Wallace noted that this increase even occurred in cities with Republican drillers. Biden said that while he is not emphatically in favor of degrading the police, he believes the solution to crime and racial disertation is community policing. Trump and Biden Records: Joe Biden trumped up his plan to create jobs by investing in
alternative energy. Trump said he was lying and Biden was promoting the Green New Deal. Biden responded by saying he didn't support it. Election integrity: Biden encouraged people to vote, saying voting matters, while Trump argued that there is widespread voter fraud by voting by mail without evidence. When asked if they would
accept the election result, Biden said yes, while Trump did not give a definitive answer. Vice President Mike Pence and vice presidential candidate Kamala Harris argued over President Trump's handling of the COVID-19 pandemic, the management of the U.S. economy, taxes, race relations and the Supreme Court. The debate
moderated by USA Today's Susan Page was civilized compared to the chaos of the first presidential debate, but was still marked by the crushing attacks of every candidate. The mood lightened when a flying fly landed on Pence's head and sat there for the first few minutes. Here are the highlights. Coronavirus pandemic: Harris called the
management of the pandemic the biggest presidential failure in U.S. history. He reported COVID-19 statistics that showed that 210,000 Americans died and millions were infected. He outlined the economic fallout from the pandemic and the fact that Trump knew about the possible severity of the disease and did not tell you. Pence
defended the president's first pandemic responses, including: suspending all travel to and from China, and using federal powers to speed up the production and research of medical devices to combat the virus. He said the vaccine will be there by the end of the year. Economy: Pence thanked President Trump for cutting taxes and
regulations to reinsert the economy, suffers the weakest growth since the Great Depression. He said the economy was now ready for a rapid, V-shaped recovery. Pence claimed Biden would raise taxes if elected. Selected. reiterated Biden's public statements that he will not raise taxes on anyone making less than $400,000 a year. Harris
criticized Trump's tax cuts and jobs law, saying it gave big tax cuts ($1.5 trillion in total) to largely wealthy Americans. He claimed that under Trump, the economy benefited from a rebound planned under the Obama administration. He presented several of Biden's proposals on renewable energy, infrastructure and college education that
would grow the economy. Supreme Court: Pence defended President Trump's right to elect the next Supreme Court justice so close to the presidential election, while Harris said the supreme court's election should be decided by the next, newly elected president. China/Foreign Policy: Pence blamed the coronavirus pandemic on China
and the World Health Organization, saying: We hold China responsible for the coronavirus. Pence said that Trump's trade war is crucial to cutting the trade deficit and that electing Biden would be a capitulation to China. Harris said the trade war had resulted in the loss of hundreds of thousands of jobs. On foreign policy, he said Biden was
working with our allies instead of betraying our friends and embracing dictators, as President Trump has done. Racism: Harris said Breonna Taylor, a black medical worker who was shot and killed by police at her Louisville home, did not receive justice in a recent grand jury verdict. Harris said he supported peaceful protests for police
reform and racial justice and proposed extensive bias training for officers. Pence defended the grand jury in the Taylor case and condemned the riots and looting in the United States in recent months. Presidential health and succession: Although the vice president is the first in a row if the president dies, neither Pence or Harris will answer
the moderator's question about whether they have talked to their running mates about the plans if they die or are unable to complete their duties. The second presidential debate was scheduled for Thursday, 15 March. President Trump said he would not be attending the virtual event. Biden's campaign said it would be available. Joe Biden
held a town hall meeting broadcast on ABC News on October 15, 2020 at 8.m p.m. EST. NBC News hosted a town hall event with President Donald Trump on the same day. The second and final presidential debate contrasted sharply with the first debate, which was partly due to the need to add a mute button designed to prevent
interruptions. The result was a more subdued and fact-based exchange between the candidates. Moderator Kristen Welker nbc's topics included COVID-19, National Security, American Families and the Economy, Immigration, Race in America, Climate Change and Leadership. Unlike debate, the candidates largely stayed Except for
President Trump's long departures from the conspiracy theory about Biden's son Hunter. Whether the debate matters is an open question because 50 million voters had already voted during the debate. He also said that new closures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 would do more damage than a pandemic, saying: We can't shut down
our nation or you don't have a nation. He falsely claimed that the pandemic was disappearing. The number of new COVID-19 cases is increasing, not falling. Biden then incorrectly stated that the number of COVID-19 infections is largely on the rise in red states. The number of COVID-19 infections is rising in most states, both Republican
and Democratic. Biden also said that preventing COVID-19 deaths and helping the economy recover was not a trade-off, and that businesses and schools could reopen and stop the spread of the virus if resources were sufficient. National security: As for foreign interference in the U.S. election, Biden said: I made it clear that any country,
no matter who it is interfering in the U.S. election, will pay the price. Trump continually raised the conspiracy theory that Biden enriched himself with corruption in Russia and China. A Senate Republican report released in late September concluded that there was no evidence to support allegations of inappropriate behavior by Joe Biden.
Biden replied: Never in my life have I taken a penny from any foreign source and then accused Trump of embracing guys like thugs like north Korea. Trump defended his attempts to deal with North Korea, saying it's important that we have good relations with leaders from other countries. Biden replied: We had a good relationship with



Hitler before he actually invaded Europe, the rest of Europe. He also said he would only meet Kim Jong-Un if North Korea pulled down its nuclear arsenal. American Families and the Economy: Trump stated that he had gotten rid of the ACA's individual mandate and said the Affordable Care Act was not good and that he would replace it
with a much better plan. He declined to give details of the plan. He falsely said that Joe Biden proposed ending private health insurance and implementing single-payer health care. Biden said his plan would allow people to get public health insurance, not replace private insurance like For all the plans. He promised that no one would lose
private insurance under his health care plan, which he called Bidencare. Both candidates accused the other's party of delaying further revitalise and relief. President Biden argued that raising the minimum wage would not hurt small businesses and help the economy. President Trump said the minimum wage should vary more from state to
state and that raising it at the federal level would hurt small businesses. Immigration: On immigration, Biden acknowledged that the Obama and Biden administrations had been unable to pass immigration reform. Trump was asked what he would do to reunite 545 children whose parents cannot be located after his administration fired them
under his now reverse zero tolerance policy. President Trump said his administration was trying very hard to find those parents. Biden called the situation criminal. President Trump pointed out that the Obama administration had also used detention centers with cages. Former Vice President Biden said he would send a bill to Congress in
his first 100 days that would give Dreamers a pathway to citizenship and redefine the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. Race in America: Biden discussed with his children discussions about relations with the police and other authorities, saying that insufficient progress had been made in the fight against racism. He
then accused Trump of exacerbating racism in the United States. According to Trump, the former vice president had 47 years of political change in racism and never did, adding that the 1994 crime bill did great harm to the black community. President Biden said the criminal charges he had previously supported were mistakes, mandatory
minimum sentences should be abolished and drug addiction should be treated with rehabilitation, not prison time. Referring to the first-phase law passed during his term, the Criminal Justice Reform Act, Trump argued that no one has done more for the black community than Donald Trump, adding a warning with the exception of Abraham
Lincoln. Climate change: President Trump falsely claimed Biden had said he would ban fracking. Biden had previously advocated a ban on fracking on federal lands and reintroduced that position during the debate. Biden also announced his support for natural gas as a temporary fuel source. At one point, Biden said he planned to switch
from oil to renewable energy. Trump seized that moment, saying, Remember that, Texas? Remember that, Pennsylvania, Oklahoma? Trump again said that Biden supports the Green New Deal, which Trump said would cost $100 trillion. Biden says it was wrong, and he has his own environmental plan that is fundamentally different from
the Green New Deal. Leadership: Answering a question about how he would talk to America after, Trump said: We must: completely successful, as it was before the plague, which came from China. Now we are rebuilding it and doing a record number of 11.4 million jobs in a short period of time. Then he discussed how he felt he could
bring America together based on the fact that before the pandemic, I got calls from people who weren't normally people calling me. They wanted to see you. Biden answered the same question: I'm president of the United States. I represent all of you, regardless of whether you voted against me or against me. I'll make sure you're
represented. I'll give you hope. We're moving. We choose science fiction. We choose hope after fear. We decide to move on because we have enormous potential, huge opportunities to make things better.
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